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Hal Varian ‘on workers and managers’

I keep saying the sexy job in the next ten years will
be statisticians (…) 

Because now we really do have essentially free and
ubiquitous data. So the complimentary scarce factor 
is the ability to understand that data and extract 
value from it.

I think statisticians are part of it. (…) Managers need
to be able to access and understand the data 
themselves.

 Chief economist
at Google

 Emeritus professor 
at Berkeley

The McKinsey Quarterly, Januari 2009:
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But- is the time of statistics over?

https://www.theguardian.com/politics
/2017/jan/19/crisis-of-statistics-big-
data-democracy

By combining the best 
of both worlds
Statistics Netherlands

(National Statistician UK)

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jan/19/crisis-of-statistics-big-data-democracy
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A glimpse of the future?

“the largest audience 
ever to witness an 
inauguration, period, 
both in person and 
around the globe”

(spokesman Spicer 
about Trump’s  
inauguration, 
January 2017)
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Mission of the European Statistical System

“We provide the European Union, the 
world and the public with independent
high quality information on the 
economy and society on European, 
national and regional levels and make 
the information available to everyone 
for decision-making purposes, research 
and debate.”

Presupposes availability of adequate data sources
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About CBS (Statistics Netherlands)
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What is CBS (Statistics Netherlands)?

 Established 1899

 Current Statistics Act from 2003

 3 offices

 1,800 employees (approximately)

 3,700 tables in StatLine (online database) 

 20,000 messages in the media (annually)

 10 million visits of CBS.nl

 100 thousand followers on Twitter Heerlen

The Hague 

Bonaire 
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From surveys via admin data to big data

Targeted data 
collection;

pre-determined
questionnaires 

and sample 

D
ata in

tegratio
n

Structured data 
collected by

governments;
but not for

statistical purposes

Usually not collected for
statistical purposes;

high volume, velocity, variety

sample surveys

1900 2000

admin data

big data
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CBS as Data Hub

Data sources

Ministeries, Planbureaus en DNB

Users

Universiteiten

Onderwijs

Gezondheidszorg

Decentrale overheid

Media

Politiek

Bedrijfsleven

Burger

BRP

KvK

UWV

GGDPolitie

Kadaster

Bedrijven
Burger

Belastingdienst

Onderwijs
collaboration

Internationaal
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On a regular basis: open data

• All statistical output
in machine-readable
open data format

• Three APIs
• Two user manuals
• LinkedIn group
• Key role for CBS in 

government’s open 
data policy
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On demand: customised research

• Since 2003

• Commissioned studies

• Mostly on existing data

• No policy advice or forecasts

• Everybody could commission

• Under  certain conditions
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In future: the information dialogue

* And confidentiality-on-the-fly

Language 
recognition

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Automated 
query definition

Query run
Check of  
results*

Meta data 

How many
people live 

here?

(Voice) 
Response

Clarification & 
Verification

Concept 
recognition

“An arbitrary user can ask CBS any 
arbitrary question at any arbitrary 
moment via any arbitrary platform 
(desktop, tablet, mobile device). 

Next, CBS clarifies the question in a 
partly or fully automated dialogue 
and, based on available content 
(text, images, data, audio, visuals 
and data visuals) a single complete 
answer is given in a format 
demanded by the user.”

First prototype app 
July 2018
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1. Single entry-point to explore and query 
ALL data
 Data at your fingertips – Better knowledge of usage and access -

avoid creating multiple versions of truth – build trust at Data Owners

2. Create a self-service culture for data 
consumers
 Low knowledge threshold for users – Use the tools the user is most 

comfortable with – lower dependency on IT services

3. Implement security & governance across 
multiple systems
 Reduce data copying - minimize risk of a data breach – centralized 

authentication and authorization 

IT: new architecture to deal with changess

Data



New use(r)s for statistics
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Urban Data Centers (and more)
• Collaboration of CBS with municipalities

• Relevance of regional information is growing!

• Both classical sources and big data used

• “Smart cities”

• Now eight UDCs established

• And two DDCs, three PDC, an ADC, RDC, … 1

5

3

4

2

7
6

8
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UDC example Eindhoven- electric cars

City of Eindhoven wants to
stimulate electric car use

But where are they?
We know!



Is it possible to create fair algorithms?

 Joint work City of Amsterdam/University of Amsterdam/CBS

 Follow-up funded by Ministry of Internal Affairs

 Huge response from media



Cross-borders statistics: where are the jobs? 



Cooperation of CBS and IT.NRW

Publication on labour 
market in border 
region NL-NRW 

(August 2015)

http://www.cbs.nl/NR/rdonlyres/2851A445-A4A8-4A16-9098-5B883DE0835F/0/ArbeidsmarktontwikkelingenNLNRW.pdf


CBS as judge in day-care policy debate
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The right figures

Last year, CBS has, at the request of the Ministry of 

Social Affairs, contributed to computations around the 

new childrens’ day-care policy. It was a lightning 

request, carried out by methodologists  Peter-Paul de 

Wolf and Sander Scholtus. The answer was expected 

within a week. 



CBS as judge in day-care policy debate
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(…) As of January 1 2019 , a day-care professional 

should look after three babies aged zero (instead of 

currently four). How much money will that cost? 

The Ministry of Social Affairs and the Union of Child 

Care Professionals came up with different figures. CBS 

was asked to decide what were the right figures. (…)
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Social tension indicator based on Twitter

2 million new tweets every day in NL

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/our-services/innovation/project/social-tension-indicator-based-on-social-media

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/our-services/innovation/project/social-tension-indicator-based-on-social-media


Collaboration
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Center for Big Data Statistics

 New, improved and ‘zero footprint’ 
statistics

 Including realtime statistics

 Connection to themes like SDGs 
and smart cities

 Also cross-cutting issues like privacy

 Release of experimental results 
on beta-site

 Many partners with specific needs and 
opportunities
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Center for Big Data Statistics

 New, improved and ‘zero footprint’ 
statistics

 Including realtime statistics
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Measuring innovation via websites
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Then a beta product: 
Innovation in small businesses

First a students’ assignment

Based on data from 500,000 SMEs
(CIS: 10,000 non-SMEs)

Now a pilot project for the
Ministry of Economic Affairs

 Goals

 Better view of innovation

landscape

 Better targeting of subsidies

 Project in progress, two pilots

 Energy transition-related

innovation (North of NL)

 University spin-offs 

(Eindhoven region)

 Joint work with

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/our-services/innovation/project/innovation-in-small-businesses
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Goals

 Try innovative collaboration model

 Work on relevant statistical questions

Participants

 30 researchers from city of The Hague, universities and CBS

 10 persons in supporting roles

Theme

 Poverty, unfortunately very topical

 8 research questions (6 using ‘classical’ microdata, 2 with big data)

No concessions to responsible data use!

CBS microdata

The Hague microdata

Big data (social media, online election programs)

Data Camp The Hague 2017



What have we learned?
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1. Data needs in government are growing

2. Articulating the right questions is not easy

3. Providing examples for inspiration helps

4. …but data access is often an issue

5. We can not do it alone!

6. Collaboration comes in many flavours

What have we learned?




